Two signi cant recent a d v ances in cryptanalysis, namely the di erential attack put forward by Biham and Shamir 3] and the linear attack b y Matsui 7, 8 ] , h a ve had devastating impact on data encryption algorithms. An eminent problem that researchers are facing is to design S-boxes or substitution boxes so that an encryption algorithm that employs the S-boxes is immune to the attacks. In this paper we present evidence indicating that there are many pitfalls on the road to achieve the goal. In particular, we show that certain types of S-boxes which are seemly very appealing do not exist. We also show that, contrary to previous perception, techniques such a s c hopping or repeating permutations do not yield cryptographically strong S-boxes. In addition, we r e v eal an important c o m binatorial structure associated with certain quadratic permutations, namely, the di erence distribution table of each di erentially 2-uniform quadratic permutation embodies a Hadamard matrix. As an application of this result, we show that chopping a di erentially 2-uniform quadratic permutation results in an S-box that is very prone to the di erential cryptanalytic attack.
the truth table of f, where 0 = ( 0 : : : 0 0), 1 = ( 0 : : : 0 1), : : : , 2 n ;1 = ( 1 : : : 1 1) . f is said to be balanced if its truth table has 2 n;1 zeros (ones).
An a ne function f on V n is a function that takes the form of f = a 1 x 1 a n x n c, w h e r e a j c2 GF(2), j = 1 2 : : : n . F urthermore f is called a linear function if c = 0. The sequence of an a ne (or linear) function is called an a ne (or linear) sequence.
The Hamming weight o f a v ector 2 V n , denoted by W( ), is the number of ones in the vector. A ( 1 ;1)-matrix H of order m is called a Hadamard matrix if HH t = mI m , w h e r e H t is the transpose of H and I m is the identity matrix of order m. A Sylvester-Hadamard matrix or WalshHadamard matrix of order 2 n , denoted by H n , is generated by the following recursive relation H 0 = 1 H n = " H n;1 H n;1 H n;1 ;H n;1 # n = 1 2 : : : :
Now w e i n troduce bent functions, an important c o m binatorial concept discovered by Rothaus in the mid 1960's, although his pioneering work was not published until some ten years later 14].
De nition 1 A function f on V n is said to be b ent if 2 ; n 2 X x2Vn (;1) f(x) h xi = 1 for every 2 V n . Here x = ( x 1 : : : x n ) and f(x) h xi is considered a s a r eal valued function.
Bent functions can be characterized in various ways. In particular, the following statements are equivalent (see also 6]):
(i) f is bent.
(ii) h `i = 2 1 2 n for any a ne sequence`of length 2 n , where is the sequence of f.
(iii) f(x) f(x ) is balanced for any non-zero vector 2 V n , where x = ( x 1 : : : x n ).
An n s S-box or substitution box is a mapping from V n to V s , where n > = s. N o w w e consider a nonlinearity criterion that measures the strength of an S-box against di erential cryptanalysis 3, 4] . The essence of a di erential attack is that it exploits particular entries in the di erence distribution tables of S-boxes employed by a b l o c k cipher. The di erence distribution table of an n s S-box is a 2 n 2 s matrix. The rows of the matrix, indexed by t h e v ectors in V n , represent t h e c hange in the input, while the columns, indexed by the vectors in V s , represent t h e c hange in the output of the S-box. An entry in the table indexed by ( ) indicates the number of input vectors which, when changed by (in the sense of bit-wise XOR), result in a change in the output by (also in the sense of bit-wise XOR).
Note that an entry in a di erence distribution table can only take a n e v en value, the sum of the va l u e s i n a r o w is always 2 n , and the rst row i s a l w ays (2 n 0 : : : 0). As entries with higher values in the table are particularly useful to di erential cryptanalysis, a necessary condition for an S-box to be immune to di erential cryptanalysis is that it does not have large values in its di erential distribution table (not counting the rst entry in the rst row).
De nition 2 Let F be a n n s S-box, where n > = s. Let be the largest value in di erential distribution table of the S-box (not counting the rst entry in the rst row), namely, = max 2Vn 6 =0 max 2Vs jfxjF(x) F(x ) = gj:
Then F is said to be di erentially -uniform, and accordingly, is called the di erential uniformity of F.
Obviously the di erential uniformity of an n s S-box is constrained by 2 n;s < = < = 2 n . Extensive research has been carried out in constructing di erentially -uniform S-boxes with a low 1, 13, 2, 9, 10, 11, 12]. Some constructions, in particular those based on permutation polynomials on nite elds, are simple and elegant. However, caution must be taken with De nition 2. In particular, it should be noted that low di erential uniformity (a small ) i s o n l y a necessary, b u t not a su cient condition for immunity to di erential attacks. This is shown by the fact that S-boxes constructed in 1, 9], which h a ve a at di erence distribution table, are extremely weak to di erential attacks, despite that they achieve t h e l o west possible di erential uniformity = 2 n;s 4, 5, 15] . A more complete measurement that takes into account the number of nonzero entries in the rst column of a di erence distribution table is the robustness introduced in 15].
De nition 3 Let F = ( f 1 ::: f s ) be a n n s S-box, where f i is a function on V n , i = 1 : : : s , a n d n > = s. Denote by L the largest value in the di erence distribution table of F, and by N the number of nonzero entries in the rst column of the table. In either case the value 2 n in the rst row is not counted. Then we say that F is R-robust against di erential cryptanalysis, where R is de ned b y R = ( 1 ; N 2 n )(1 ; L 2 n ): Robustness gives more accurate information about the strength of an S-box against the di erential attack than di erential uniformity does. However, di erential uniformity has an advantage over robustness in that the former is easier to discuss than the latter. For this reason, di erential uniformity is employed as the rst indicator for the strength of an S-box against the di erential attack, while robustness is considered when more complete information about the strength is needed.
An n s S-box F = ( f 1 : : : f s ) is said to be regular if F runs through each v ector in V s 2 n;s times while x runs through V n once. S-boxes employed by a block cipher must be regular, since otherwise the cipher would be prone to statistical attacks. For a regular n s S-box, its di erential uniformity is larger than 2 n;s (see also Lemma 2 of 17] ). The robustness of the S-box is further determined by the number of nonzero entries in the rst column of the table.
We are particularly interested in n s S-boxes that have the following property: for any nonzero vector 2 V n , F(x) F(x ) runs through half of the vectors in V s , e a c h 2 n;s+1 times, but not through the other half of the vectors in V n . With each r o w in the di erence distribution table of such a n S -b o x, half of its entries contain a value 2 n;s+1 while the other half contain a value zero. For simplicity, w e s a y s u c h a di erence distribution table to be uniformly half-occupied. Clearly an n s S-box with a UHODDT or uniformly half-occupied di erence distribution table achieves the di erential uniformity o f 2 n;s+1 . In Theorem 3 of 17], it has been proved that for quadratic S-boxes, 2 n;s+1 is the lower bound on di erential uniformity. Note that a di erentially 2-uniform permutation is also a permutation with a UHODDT, and vice versa. These permutations have m a n y nice properties 13, 2, 9, 10, 11, 12] . In particular, they achieve the highest possible robustness against the di erential attack. The concept of n s S-boxes with a UHODDT can be viewed as a generalization of di erentially 2-uniform permutations. Hence n s S-boxes with a UHODDT are very appealing and have received extensive research (see for instance 2]).
There are two important questions about S-boxes with a UHODDT, namely (i) Do there exist S-boxes with a UHODDT ? If there do, how to construct them ? (ii) What is the robustness of an S-box with a UHODDT ? When n = s, the answer to the rst question is \yes". It has been shown in 13, 11, 2] that certain permutation polynomials on GF(2 n ), n odd, have a UHODDT. So far no result has been known regarding the case of n > s . In Section 2, we will partially solve the problem by showing that there exist no quadratic n s S-boxes with a UHODDT, if either n or s is even. The second question will be discussed in Section 3. We w i l l p r o ve that the robustness of an S-box with a UHODDT is very low.
Another important question is the synthesis of S-boxes, namely (iii) How to construct S-boxes from existing ones ? This question will be discussed in Section 4. We will show that many s y n thesis methods which were p r eviously taken for granted, i n f a c t d o not yield strong S-boxes, even though the starting Sboxes employed are all strong ones. Section 5 is solely devoted to the investigation of combinatorial properties of the di erential distribution table of an quadratic permutation. We r e v eal a result that is very interesting even from the point of view of pure combinatorics, namely, e v ery uniformly halfoccupied di erence distribution table of a quadratic permutation embodies a Sylvester-Hadamard matrix.
2 Nonexistence of Certain Quadratic S-boxes 2.1 On Quadratic S-boxes with a UHODDT As mentioned in the previous section, an n s S-box with a UHODDT or uniformly half-occupied di erence distribution table achieves the di erential uniformity o f 2 n;s+1 , and for quadratic S-boxes, 2 n;s+1 is the lower bound on di erential uniformity. In the following we s h o w an impossibility result, namely, there exist no quadratic S-boxes that have a UHODDT if either n or s is even.
Assume that F = ( f 1 : : : f s ) is a quadratic n s S-box with a UHODDT, where n > s . W e prove that neither n nor s can be even.
Recall that a vector 2 V n is called a linear structure of a function f on V n if f(x) f(x ) is a constant. The set of the linear structures of f forms a linear subspace. The dimension of the subspace is called the linearity dimension of f. Let 1 : : : 2 n ;1 be the 2 n ; 1 nonzero vectors in V n and g 1 : : : g 2 s ;1 be the 2 s ;1 nonzero linear combinations of f 1 : : : f s . W e construct a bipartite graph whose vertices comprise 1 : : : 2 n ;1 on one side and g 1 : : : g 2 s ;1 on the other side. An edge or link between i and g j exists if and only if i is a linear structure of g j .
Theorem 2 of 17] states that n;`i is even, where`i is the linearity dimension of g i . E q u i v alently, n and`i must be both even or both odd. Since each g i is balanced, it can not be bent. By Lemma 5 of 17], a quadratic function is bent if and only if it does not have linear structures. Hence we h a vè i > = 1. On the other hand, from the proof for Corollary 1 of 17], we h a ve`i < = n;2. We distinguish the following two cases:
Case 1: n is odd and`i is 1 3 5 : : : , o r n ; 2. Case 2: n is even and`i is 2 4 6 : : : , o r n ; 2. First we consider Case 1. Let p j denote the number of`i, 1 < = i < = 2 n ;1, such t h a t i = j. T h e n we h a ve a sequence of numbers p 1 p 3 p 5 : : : p n;2 : Obviously, p 1 + p 3 + p 5 + + p n;2 = 2 s ; 1:
Since F is a S-box with a UHODDT, for any nonzero vector k 2 V n F(x) F(x k ) = ( f 1 (x) f 1 (x k ) : : : f s (x) f s (x k )) is not regular. Thus, by Lemma 1, there exists a linear combination of f 1 
is a ne, g j (x) g j (x k ) m ust be constant. This proves that any nonzero vector k 2 V n is a linear structure of a g j , a linear combination of f 1 : : : f s . On the other hand, by Theorem 4 of 17], for each k , there exists at most one g j among g 1 : : : g 2 s ;1 such t h a t k is a linear structure of g j . By the construction of the bipartite graph, each k is linked to a unique g j . Also each g i with i = j has j linearly independent linear structures and 2 j ; 1 ; 1)p 5 + + ( 2 n;2 ; 1)p n;2 = 2 n ; 1: (2) >From (1) and (2) ; 1)p 5 + + ( 2 n;3 ; 1)p n;2 = 2 s;1 (2 n;s ; 1)
Note that 2 k ; 1 is divisible by 3 if and only k > = 2 i s e v en. Thus the left hand side of (3) is divisible by 3. This implies that the (2 n;s ;1) part in the right hand side of the equation is divisible by 3. Hence s must be odd. Thus there exists no quadratic n s S-box with a UHODDT if n is odd (n > = 5) and s is even.
We n o w consider Case 2. Let q j denote the number of`i, 1 < = i < = 2 n ; 1, such that`i = j.
Similarly to Case 1, we h a ve a sequence of numbers q 2 q 4 q 6 : : : q n;2 , and q 2 + q 4 + q 6 + q n;2 = 2 s ; 1 ; 1)q 6 + + ( 2 n;2 ; 1)q n;2 = 2 n ; 1:
By simple deduction, (2 Theorem 1 For n > = 4, t h e r e exists no quadratic n s S-box with a UHODDT if either n or s is even.
Theorem 1 can be viewed as an extension of Corollary 2 in 17], which states that there exists no di erentially 2-uniform quadratic permutation on an even dimensional vector space.
By Theorem 1, n s S-boxes with a UHODDT do not exist if either n or s is even. When n is odd and n = s, as mentioned before, we d o h a ve di erentially 2-uniform quadratic permutation 13, 2, 11]. Thus a problem that is left open is whether there are quadratic S-boxes with a UHODDT for n > s , both n and s odd. It should be pointed out that an S-box w h i c h has an odd number of input bits and also an odd number of output bits may n o t b e v ery useful in practice.
An Extension
The result in the previous subsection can be extended to a special kind of di erentially 2 n;s+t -uniform quadratic S-boxes. Let F be a n s S-box such that for any nonzero vector 2 V n , F(x) F(x ) runs through 2 s;t vectors in V s , e a c h 2 n;s+t times, but not through the remaining 2 s ; 2 s;t vectors in V s , where t > = 1. The case when t = 1 has been discussed in the previous subsection. In the following we present a nonexistence result on the case when t > 1.
Assume that F is a di erentially 2 n;s+t -uniform quadratic S-boxes such that for any nonzero vector 2 V n , F(x) F(x ) runs through 2 s;t vectors in V s , each 2 n;s+t times, but not through the remaining 2 s ; 2 s;t vectors in V s .
Similarly to the previous discussions, we can construct a bipartite graph with 1 : : : 2 n ;1 , the 2 n ; 1 nonzero vectors in V n on one side and g 1 : : : g 2 s ;1 , the nonzero linear combinations of ; 1)p 3 + + ( 2 n;2 ; 1)p n;2 = ( 2 n;s+t ; 1)(2 n ; 1):
; 2)p 3 + + ( 2 n;2 ; 2)p n;2 = ( 2 n;s+t ; 1)(2 n ; 1) ; (2 s ; 1):
where p j denotes the number of`i, 1 < = i < = 2 n ;1, such that`i = j, a n d i is the linearity dimension of g i . Now w e p r o ve that (5) can not hold for n odd and t even. Again we consider two cases: s odd and s even. First we suppose that s is odd. The left hand side is divisible by 3. With the right hand side, 2 n;s+t ; 1 is divisible by 3 (since n ; s + t is even), while 2 s ; 1 is not. Thus (5) cannot hold when t is even and both n and s are odd.
The other case is that s is even. In this case, the left hand side of (5) is divisible by 3 . S i n c e n ; s + t is odd, 2 n;s+t ; 1 is not divisible by 3 , w h i l e 2 s ; 1 i s . T h us (5) cannot stand when t is even, n is odd and s is even. In summary, w e h a v e Theorem 2 If n is odd and t is even, there exists no quadratic n s S-boxes such that for any nonzero v e ctor 2 V n , F(x) F(x ) runs through 2 s;t vectors in V s , e ach 2 n;s+t times, but not through the remaining vectors in V s .
Columns of a UHODDT
In the previous section we p r o ved that there does not exist a quadratic n s S-box with a UHODDT if either n or s is even. It is not clear whether or not higher degree S-boxes with a UHODDT exist.
If there do exist such S-boxes, we w ould like to know whether or not they satisfy a more stringent requirement, namely high robustness. Results to be shown below give a negative answer to the question.
The following lemma is exactly the same as Theorem 1 of 17].
Lemma 1 Let F = ( f 1 : : : f s ) be a mapping from V n to V s , where e ach f j is a function on V n .
Then F is regular if and only if each nonzero linear combination of f 1 : : : f s is balanced.
It is easy to show that the pro le of the di erence distribution table of an S-box is not changed by a nonsingular linear transformation on input coordinates (see for instance 2, 17] ). In particular we h a ve Lemma 2 Let F = ( f 1 : : : f s ) be a r egular S-box with a UHODDT or uniformly half-occupied di erence distribution table. Let A be a nonsingular matrix of order n and B a nonsingular matrix of order s over GF (2) . Then both Let G(x) = F(xA) = ( f 1 (xA) : :: f n (xA)) and H(x) = F(x)B = (f 1 (x) : : : f n (x))B are r egular S-boxes with a UHODDT.
By de nition, each r o w in a uniformly half-occupied di erence distribution table, except the rst, contains an equal number of zero and nonzero entries. The following lemma shows that a similar result holds with columns in the table.
Lemma 3 Let F be a r egular n s S-box with a UHODDT. Then each column, except the rst, in the di erence distribution table contains an equal number of zero and nonzero entries.
Proof. We prove that for each nonzero 2 V s , there exist 2 n;1 nonzero 2 V n such t h a t F(x) F(x ) = has solutions for x. Fix x 0 2 V n . Since the di erence distribution table of F is uniformly half-occupied, F(x 0 ) F(x 0 ) runs through each nonzero 2 V s 2 n;s times while runs through V n . A s x 0 is arbitrary, for each nonzero 2 V s , there exist 2 n 2 n;s pairs (x ) such that F(x) F(x ) = , where 6 = 0. On the other hand, since the di erence distribution table of F is uniformly half-occupied, F(x) F(x ) = either has 2 n;s+1 solutions or has no solution for x. T h us for each nonzero 2 V s there exist 2 n 2 n;s =2 n;s+1 = 2 n;1 nonzero vectors 2 V n such t h a t F(x) F(x ) = has solutions for x.
u t
Recall that the robustness of an S-box is determined by the largest value in the di erence distribution table of the S-box, and also by t h e n umber of nonzero entries in the rst column of the table. The lemma described below g i v es the precise number of nonzero entries in the rst column of a uniformly half-occupied di erence distribution table. Lemma 
Proof. We show that there exist 2 n;1 ; 2 s;1 nonzero 2 V n such that F(x) F(x ) = 0 has solutions for x. Fix x 0 2 V n . Since the di erence distribution table of F is uniformly half-occupied, F(x 0 ) F(x 0 ) runs through each 2 V s 2 n;s times while runs through V n . In particular, F(x 0 ) F(x 0 ) runs through the zero vector in V s 2 n;s times, while runs through V n . Note that = 0 is a trivial case. Hence F(x 0 ) F(x 0 ) runs through the zero vector in V s 2 n;s times while runs through all nonzero vectors in V n . In other words, there exist 2 n;s ; 1 n o n z e r o 2 V n such that F(x 0 ) F(x 0 ) = 0. Since x 0 is arbitrary, for each nonzero 2 V s , there exist 2 n (2 n;s ;1) pairs (x ) such t h a t F(x) F(x ) = 0, where 6 = 0 . Recall that F(x) F(x ) = 0 either has 2 n;s+1 solutions or has no solution for x. Thus for each nonzero 2 V s there exist 2 n (2 n;s ; 1)=2 n;s+1 = 2 n;1 ; 2 s;1 nonzero vectors 2 V n such that F(x) F(x ) = 0 has solutions for x. u t
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 4, we obtain the robustness of an S-box w i t h a UHODDT: R = 1 ; (2 n;1 ; 2 s;1 )=2 n ](1 ; 2 n;s+1 =2 n ) = ( 1 =2 + 2 ;n+s;1 )(1 ; 2 ;s+1 ): When n = s, w e h a ve R = 1 ; 2 ;n+1 , which is the highest possible value for robustness. However, when s is relatively smaller than n, s a y n ; s > 3, R is very close to 1=2. For comparison, we note that the robustness of S-boxes constructed in 15] is at least 7=8.
On Methods for Synthesizing S-boxes
This section is concerned with methods for constructing S-boxes from existing ones. We show that a n umber of techniques which w ere previously taken for granted do not yield good S-boxes.
Chopping Permutations
Chopping permutations which are cryptographically strong has been conceived as a promising method to construct S-boxes for DES-like encryption algorithms. For this reason, many researchers have focused their attention on permutations, especially those on a nite eld 2, 9, 10, 11, 12]. Results to be present in this subsection indicate that, contrary to the common perception, this practice does not produce good S-boxes. (ii) Let n > = t > = s + 1 and let H be a n S -b ox obtained by adding t ; s component functions to F, say H = ( f 1 : : : f s f s+1 : : : f t ), where f s+1 : : : f t are newly added. Then the di erence distribution table of H is not uniformly half-occupied.
Proof. (i) Since F has a UHODDT, for any nonzero 6 = 0 , F(x) F(x ) runs through 2 s;1 vectors in V s , each 2 n;s+1 times, but not through the other 2 s;1 vectors in V s , w h i l e runs through V n . Fix a nonzero vector, say = ( 0 ) 2 V s , where 0 is the zero vector in V t and is a nonzero vector in V s;t . By Lemma 3 there exist 2 n;1 nonzero vector such that F(x) F(x ) = has solutions for x. T h us there exist 2 n;1 nonzero vector such t h a t G(x) G(x ) = 0 , w h e r e 0 i s the zero vector in V t , has solutions for x. It is easy to show that G is not uniformly half-occupied.
Since G is regular there exist 2 n;1 ; 2 t;1 nonzero vector such t h a t G(x) G(x ) = 0 ( s e e Lemma 3) if G is uniformly half-occupied.
(ii) follows (i).
u t >From Theorem 3 chopping a regular S-box with a UHODDT does not yield a regular S-box with a UHODDT. In particular, chopping a di erentially 2-uniform permutation on V n does not produce an S-box with a UHODDT.
As quadratic permutations with a UHODDT or di erentially 2-uniform quadratic permutations have been studied very extensively, an important problem is about the structure of the di erence distribution table of an S-box obtained by c hopping such a permutation. We will devote a single section, Section 5, to this topic.
In addition to chopping permutations, other techniques, such as linear transforms or modulo operations on inputs or outputs of di erentially 2-uniform permutations, and repeating di erentially 2-uniform permutations, are also conceived as possible S-box s y n thesis methods. In the following we show that none of these methods generates an S-box with a UHODDT.
Linear Transforms Applied on Inputs
Let F be a di erentially 2-uniform permutation on V s , B a m a t r i x o f o r d e r n s (n > s ) o ver GF(2). Set G(y) = F(yB) where y 2 V n . Since the rank of B is s, yB runs through 2 s vectors in V s each 2 n;s times while y runs through V n . Since F is a permutation on V s , G(y) is a regular n s S-box.
Unfortunately the di erence distribution table of G(y) is not uniformly half-occupied. The reason is described in the following. Since n > s there exists a nonzero vector, say , such t h a t B = 0, where 0 is the zero vector in V s . Note that G(y) G(y ) = F(yB) F((y )B) = F(yB) F(yB B) = F(yB) F(yB) = 0, where 0 is the zero vector in V s , f o r e v ery y 2 V n .
Linear Transforms Applied on Outputs
Let F be a di erentially 2-uniform permutation on V s , a n d B a matrix of order n s (n > s ) o ver GF (2) . Set G(x) = F(x)B. Note that the rank of B is s. Hence yB runs through 2 s vectors in V s each 2 n;s times while y runs through V n . A s F is a permutation on V n , G is a regular n s S-box. Since n > s , there exists a matrix of order n (n ; s), say D, such that the matrix A = BD] of order n is nonsingular. Set (x) = F(x)A. By Lemma 2, is a also a di erentially 2-uniform permutation. By Theorem 3, G is not an S-box with a UHODDT.
Connecting Permutations in Parallel
Let F be a di erentially 2-uniform permutation on V s . S e t G(y) = ( 1 x s+1 )F(x) x s+1 F(x ) where x = ( x 1 : : : x s ), y = ( x 1 : : : x s x s+1 ), 2 V s . Note that G(x 0) = F(x), G(x 1) = F(x ).
Since F is permutation on V s G is a regular (s + 1 ) s S-box. Let = ( 1). Clearly G(y ) = G(y) f o r e v ery y 2 V s+1 . T h us G(y) G(y ) = 0, where 0 is the zero vector in V s , for every y 2 V n . T h us the di erence distribution is very bad in this case, and G(y) i s n o t a n S -b o x with a UHODDT.
The above discussions can be extended to the general case where F is repeated 2 k times, k > = 1.
Enlarging Inputs or Reducing Outputs by Modulo Operations
Let = ( a 1 : : : a n ) 2 V n . Rewrite as = a 1 a 2 x a n x n;1 . Thus V n and the set of polynomials of degree at most n ; 1 o ver GF(2) have a one-to-one correspondence. Let (x) b e a primitive polynomial of degree s (s < n ). For any 2 V n , w e h a ve = h where the degree of h is less than or equal to n ;s ; 1, the degree of is less than s. T h us we h a ve de ned a mapping from V n to V s : ! .
Now let be a vector in V n and a v ector in V s . Let F( ) be a di erentially 2-uniform permutation on V s . S e t G( ) = F( ). This gives an n s S-box. Note that = . This means that the mapping from V n to V s , ! , is linear. Hence G( ) i s n o t a n S -b o x w i t h a UHODDT, although it is regular (see Subsection 5.1). Now l e t ( ) be a di erentially 2-uniform permutation on V n . Set ( ) = ( ). is an n s S-box. A similar argument shows that the di erence distribution table of ( ) is not uniformly half-occupied. 5 Hadamard Matrices Embodied in Di erence Distribution Table   In this section we reveal a very important c o m binatorial property of di erentially 2-uniform quadratic permutations, namely, e v ery di erentially 2-uniform quadratic permutation is associated with a Sylvester-Hadamard matrix. As an application of the result, we show t h a t c hopping a di erentially 2-uniform quadratic permutation results in an S-box whose di erence distribution table is nearly at. Such an S-box i s v ery weak to the di erential attack.
Di erence Distribution Tables and Incidence Functions
Let F = ( f 1 : : : f n ) be a di erentially 2-uniform quadratic permutation on V n , namely, a quadratic permutation with a UHODDT or uniformly half-occupied di erence distribution table. Let W be the set of vectors F(x) F(x ) runs through when x runs through V n , namely,
Obviously if = 0 t h e n W = f0g. Since each f j is quadratic f j (x) f j (x ) is an a ne function.
Write f j f j (x ) = c 1j x 1 c nj x n d j , j = 1 : : : n . Set C = ( c ij ), = ( d 1 : : : d n ). Thus F(x) F(x ) = xC and W = fF(x) F(x )jx 2 V n g = fxC jx 2 V n g. Now let 6 = 0. Since F is a permutation, F(x) F(x ) 6 = 0 for any x 2 V n . Hence 0 6 2 W . Since F(0) F( ) = , w e h a ve 6 = 0. And by the de nition of a UHODDT, jW j = 2 n;1 and hence rank(C ) = n ; 1. Thus we h a ve Lemma 5 Let F be a di erentially 2-uniform quadratic permutation on V n . I f 6 = 0 then (i) 0 6 2 W , (ii) 6 = 0 , (iii) jW j = 2 n;1 , and (iv) rank(C ) = n ; 1. Now s e t W 0 = fxC jx 2 V n g. Then we h a v e Lemma 6 Let F be a di erentially 2-uniform quadratic permutation on V n . I f 6 = 0 then V n = W W 0 and W \ W 0 = .
Proof. Suppose that W \ W As is to be proved below, each ' is in fact a linear function on V n . Lemma 8 Let F be a di erentially 2-uniform quadratic permutation on V n . Then ' , de ned i n (7), is a linear function on V n for every vector 2 V n .
Proof. The lemma is true trivially true when = 0 . N o w l e t 6 = 0 and consider ' (x) Theorem 5 Let F be a di erentially 2-uniform quadratic permutation on V n . Then M, the di erence t r ait matrix of F, is a Sylvester-Hadamard matrix if the row-order is ignored.
Proof. From Theorem 4, the 2 n rows of M comprise all the linear sequences of length 2 n . By Lemma 1 of 16], each linear sequence of length 2 n is a row o f H n . T h us M c a n b e c hanged to H n by re-ordering its rows. u t Obviously, W , ' and M can be de ned for any p e r m utation on V n , not restricted to quadratic ones.
Theorem 6 Let F be a di erentially 2-uniform (not necesarrily quadratic) permutation on V n and M be the di erence t r ait matrix of F. Then F ;1 , the inverse of F, is also a di erentially 2-uniform permutation, and the di erence t r ait matrix of F ;1 is the transpose of M.
Proof. Suppose that F ;1 (y) F ;1 (y ) = (10) where , 6 = 0 . S e t x = F ;1 (y). Then we h a ve y = F(x), F ;1 (y ) = x , F(F ;1 (y )) = F(x ), y = F(x ), and F(x) = F(x ). Hence
Since F is di erentially 2-uniform, by Lemma 3, for any nonzero 2 V n there exist 2 n;1 nonzero vectors 2 V n such that (11) holds. Note that if (11) holds then (10) also holds. Thus for any nonzero 2 V n there exist 2 n;1 nonzero vectors 2 V n such that (10) holds. This proves that F ;1 is also di erentially 2-uniform. This result has also been obtained by Nyberg (Proposition 2 of 11]).
We can de ne W 0 , ' 0 and M 0 for F ;1 as we did with W , ' and M for F. Since (10) and (11) stand in parallel, we can conclude that ' 0 ( ) = ' ( ) a n d M 0 is identical to the transpose of M. Since M ia an Hadamard matrix, so is M 0 u t Note that for a di erentially 2-uniform quadratic permutation F based on a cubic polynomial on GF(2 n ), n odd, the algebraic degree of F ;1 is larger than (n +1 ) =2. By Theorems 5 and 6, both the di erence trait matrix of F and that F ;1 are Sylvester-Hadamard Matrices, with the former being subject to re-ordering its rows while the later its columns.
Chopping Quadratic Permutations
Let F = ( f 1 : : : f n ) be a di erentially 2-uniform permutation on V n . L e t G beanS-box obtained by chopping a component function of F, say G = ( f 2 : : : f n ). Similarly to W , ' and M corresponding to F (see (6) , (7) and (9)), we can de ne U = fG(x) G(x )jx 2 V n g where 2 V n , and the incidence function Since F is a di erentially 2-uniform quadratic permutation, by Theorem 5, each r o w o f M is a row o f H n . N o w recall that H n = " H n;1 H n;1 H n;1 ;H n;1 # . W rite H n = ( h ij ), i j = 1 : : : 2 n . W e can see that ;h ij = h ij+2 n;1 if i > 2 n;1 . This implies that h ij = ;1 o r m ij+2 n;1 = ;1, if i > 2 n;1 . Note that M and H n have the same set of rows. This proves that there exists 2 n;1 nonzero 2 V n such that is constant 1 . I n t h i s c a s e G(x) G(x ) runs through every vector (including the zero vector) in V n;1 , for some 2 n;1 nonzero vectors 2 V n and hence the robustness of G is less than 1 2 . To summarize the above discussions, the di erence distribution table of an S-box obtained by chopping a component function of a di erentially 2-uniform quadratic permutation has the following pro le: it can be viewed as a folded (right to left) version of the uniformly half-occupied table of the original permutation, with half of the rows containing a value 2 in all their entries, and the remaining rows, not counting the rst row, containing an equal number of 0s and 4s. Similarly, c hopping two component functions from a permutation results in an S-box whose di erence distribution table is almost at: it can be viewed as a twice-folded (right to left) version of the uniformly half-occupied table of the original permutation, and three quarters of the rows contain a value 4 in all their entries, while the remaining rows, not counting the rst row, have an equal number of 0s and 8s. This observation can be extended to the case when three or more component functions are chopped.
In conclusion, S-boxes obtained by c hopping di erentially 2-uniform quadratic permutations have an almost at di erence distribution table, which renders a DES-like encryption algorithm that employs such S-boxes very prone to the di erential attack.
Concluding Remarks
We h a ve s h o wn that certain S-boxes that are seemly very appealing do not exist. We h a ve also shown that various methods for synthesizing S-boxes do not produce cryptographically desirable S-boxes. In addition, we h a ve revealed an important combinatorial structure in quadratic permutations, namely, e a c h di erentially 2-uniform quadratic permutation emb o d i e s a H a d a m a r d m a t r i x .
In Section 2, we obtained a nonexistence result for quadratic S-boxes with a UHODDT or uniformly half-occupied di erence distribution table. This result might be extended in several directions. One direction is to di erentially 2 n;s+1 -uniform quadratic S-boxes which include quadratic S-boxes with a UHODDT as a special case. Another direction is to higher degree S-boxes.
